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The intent of this report is to document

available information on the place that

fusion energy might have in Canada's energy

future.

As such, it is issued as an information

report.

The report was prepared by MONSERCO Ltd for

the Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The demand for electrical power, and the availability of

fuel to supply it, is the driving force behind any

change in the electrical supply technology. A survey

of a number of recent world wide electrical power

growth projections indicates a growth rate of between

2% and 4% within the period of 1980 to 2020.

In some countries, such as France and Japan without large

domestic supplies of conventional fuels, there is a

significant effort to extend their supplies of uranium,

using advanced fuel cycles and breeder reactors.

In North America, and in particular United States, there

would appear to be adequate supplies of conventional

fuel (this includes uranium), for the projected growth,

for the period of the study. Development of advanced

fuel cycles in this case will be driven by economic

considerations rather than strategic ones.

A review of the current status of fusion test facilities

is included in the report, but the consensus of opinion

of the literature surveyed would indicate that no

commercial scale generating plant will be operational

within the study period.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report reviews the future nuclear energy cycles that

will be used commercially up to the year 2020. The

report has been written by Monserco Limited for the Canadian

Fusion Fuels Technology Project.

The choice of the optimum energy cycle within the next

"forty years is dependent of a number of factors. The

prime ones that have been considered in this report are

as follows:

1. Electrical Demand

2. Availability of fuel

3. Existing Technology

4. Social Acceptance

The report first of all reviews the various predictions

for the electrical load growth. The demand for electricity

will have obviously a direct impact on fuel availability .

For a low growth, existing fuels could last much longer,

thus reducing the requirement to change fuels and

possibly technology.

Since extending the life of existing generating plants

would in most cases be preferable than constructing new

ones, it is expected that the size and type of existing

plant will influence future decisions.

Finally, the acceptance by the public of this new technology

is a basic requirement before it can be widely deployed.



Historically a basic change in technology such as

mechanical looms, or automobiles, takes at least 10 to

20 years to become accepted. Nuclear power cannot be

considered socially acceptable in most countries at present.

The various factors above will reflect differently on

each country. The result is that the choice of future

energy cycles vary considerably from country to country.

The time frame of significant changes in technology for

power generation is summarized in Figure 1.1. The proven

recoverable reserves are mainly in coal, but it is not

all recoverable at economical rates. As the world

population is increasing at just over 2% per annum, it is

not unreasonable to expect an average energy consumption

increase at a level higher than this. Hence, within one

hundred years, it would appear the majority of our conven-

tional resources for energy production will be exhausted,

and new production methods will have to be in operation

on a full scale basis.

The most obvious avenue to take at present is to re-cycle

the nuclear fuel using the technology that is currently

being developed to a commercial scale. This would in

theory increase the energy potential of the uranium by

a factor of one hundred. Proven reserves would then" last

for 500 years rather than fifty.

The next method of extending the energy reserves is to

go to a fusion type reactor. When this is fully developed,

the fuel supply would not be a limiting factor for an

increase in electrical production.

This report reviews these various nuclear cycle options in

further detail, and attempts to show how each country is'

expected to proceed in their individual development efforts,
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2.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

Apart from associations with marine propulsion, the application

of nuclear power has up to now been limited to generating

steam in electrical power stations. Most countries seem

to consider this application as the simplest and most

immediate route by which nuclear energy can substitute for

fossil fuel consumption. Only a few countries have plans

for extending the use of nuclear reactors to producing

heat for other purposes. France, Sweden, Finland and

USSR have been actively considering district heating

applications while West Germany, Japan, USA and USSR have

focussed on high temperature gas-cooled applications such

as steel making, synfuels production, thermochei .ical

hydrogen production etc. Although there is a large potential

market for nuclear generated process steam and direct heat,

it is difficult at this time to make any meaningful projec-

tions of installed nuclear capacity required for these

applications. In the opinion of the NEA working party on

nuclear fuel cycle requirements, global demand for non-

electric applications of nuclear power is unlikely to be

substantial by 20 25, although heat uses could be large in

some countries. As this seems also to be the opinion in

most of the recent global energy studies, this report

focuses on future potential fuel cycles of nuclear reactors

for electricity generation.

Although there has been some discussion as to what use

fusion power would be directed, and how the raw energy

would be converted, most of the proposed concepts generally

also link fusion with the production of electricity. In

some proposals this may be done directly by acting as a

heat source for steam generation, by magnetohydrodynamics

or by direct conversion of the energy of hot moving gas

to electricity; and in other proposals it is to be linked

indirectly by using the fusion reactor to breed fuel for
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fission reactors. Also, as with fission reactors,

it has been suggested ( 1 ) that fusion might be steered

toward district home heating or industrial process heat,

but this is not expected before 2020.

2.1 Future Electricity Demand and the Role of Nuclear Power

Of all the energy sources that can be used to generate

large amounts of electricity, only coal and nuclear power

offer a reasonably assured ability to support significant

expansion in electrical generating capacity over the next

few decades. Already the current generation of commerical

reactors is the cheapest source of electricity in many

parts of the world, and technically, central station nuclear

power is in a good position to supplement fossil fuel over

the next fifty years.

Looking at future nuclear development and the introduction

of potential future nuclear fuel cycles, two pertinent

questions therefore arise:

- what will the demand for electricity be over the

next forty years?

- what proportion of that demand will be supplied by

nuclear power?

Future electricity demand is one of the many unknown

elements in the general debate over future energy use,

and is dependent on a numerous socio-political and technical

factors. Furthermore, the level of electricity demand may

also influence the share provided by nuclear plants, although

the degree of influence might vary from country to country.

The CONAES study ( 2 ) on the U.S. situation for example,

states that "the growth in electricity demand in the

future is a primary factor affecting the strategy of

nuclear power development. Low rates of g_v. ̂th allow the
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electric utilities sufficient flexibility to regard coal

and nuclear capacity as interchangeable to a considerable

degree. This becomes increasingly difficult for higher

growth rates; rapid expansion of both coal and nuclear

capacity would'be required". In Prance and Japan, on the

other hand, where coal resources are small or non-existent,

the situation is rather different. It remains to be seen

if and to wh">t degree a rapid increase in electricity

demand tempers anti-nuclear constraints so that a more

rapid development of nuclear power is supported in order

to secure the cheapest supply.

It is of course impossible to predict long term future

demands for energy and the mixes of supply options, but

some sort of quantitative projection is essential for

basic planning purposes. To this end, analysts normally

resort to simplified mathematical modelling techniques,

and in recent years engineers and economists alike have

developed many different projection models, each with

their own particular approach. In general, these various

approaches fall into four broad categories defined by

the International Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE):

i) trend extrapolation

ii) adjusted trend extrapolation, where factors such

as real energy price increases, increased conser-

vation efforts, government action, environmental

concerns are included in the extrapolation.

iii) Demographic projections which use population

trends and energy per capita consumption levels

as a basis for estimating energy requirements.

iv) Scenario construction - which may incorporate

elements of all of the above methods.
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Projections obtained via each of these four approaches

can be found in the large collection of national and

international studies commissioned over the past decade

(cf (2)-(6) for example). I

Regardless of the particular approach taken, longer ter|m

projections are highly speculative and become increasingly-

uncertain the further one looks into the future. For j-

this reason most analysts are careful to emphasize that

their various projections should not be regarded as forecasts

of the future. Nevertheless these analysts normally try

to construct what they see as feasible future scenarios

whose input assumptions and judgements underlying them!

are within the mainstream of current expert opinion.

Therefore, their reports can provide a view of current

perceptions of future electricity demand and nuclear

powers' potential development. Such insight is pertinent

for it is these perceptions that influence the decisions

to change from one fuel cycle to another. The policy makers

and planners who make these decisions, must do so on the

basis of the same scant, speculative information due to

the long lead times needed to develop and introduce the

alternative fuel cycles.

Seeing that projections of future energy demand made earlier

than about five years ago seem to have been overly

optimistic ( 7 ), we have concentrated on the more recent

reports. For the purposes of this study we have drawn on

material in reports by the following multinational study

groups :

1) Workshop on Alternative Energy Cycles (1977) (6)

2) Conservation Commission of the World Energy Conference (4)

(1978)

3) International Energy Agency (1980) • (8)

4) International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis (1981) (5)

5) Organization Economic Cooperative Development (1982) (7)
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The next five subsections briefly summarize the relevant

findings of each of these reports.

2.1.1 Workshop on Alternative Energy Cycles (1977)

In 1977, after two and a half years of collaborative

study and analysis of energy prospects to the year 2000,

the Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies (WAES)

presented its final report titled "Energy: Global Prospects

1985-2000". Among its conclusions, the WAES report claims

that demand for energy in the (non-communist) world will

continue to grow even if governments adopt vigorous conser-

vation policies, and that electricity from nuclear power

plants represents one of the important substitutes for oil

and gas in several demand sectors. This substitution,

the report notes, is conditional on a resolution of the

uncertainties which at present impede its development.

The WAES group set out to show the scale of potential

contributions to the (non-communist) world countries'

primary energy needs in 1985 and 2000 that could come from

an intensive and continuing nuclear power program. In

this way they hoped to show how the pace of nuclear develop-

ment would affect the total supply of primary energy

required to meet the future energy needs. The various

national teams of WAES were asked to e stimate the "maximum

likely" and "minimum likely" levels of installed nuclear

level assumed that such energy would be the principal

replacement fuel for fossil fuels and that present

political and technical obstacles would be overcome quickly,

The lower nuclear level also assumed early resolution of

obstacles which now delay nuclear growth in mar-.y parts

of the world but is based on coal as the principal replace-

ment fuel for oil. In many cases these high and low

projections were based on national forecasts.
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The WAES scenario estimates of future-installed capacity

(as of October 1976) is shown in Figure 2.1. The WAES

"maximum likely" projection would require an annual

growth rate of 14 percent per year for 25 years and the

"minimum likely" projection would require an annual growth

rate of 11%. While these numbers may seem high, the report

notes that the potential growth is from a comparatively

low base corresponding to the installed capacity in 19 74.

2.1.2 Conservation Commission of the World Energy Conference (1978)

In 19 78, a year after the WAES report the Conservation

Commission of the World Energy Conference published a

report "World Energy: looking ahead to 2020". This report

is a compilation of reports by several specialist study groups

on the supply of oil, gas, coal nuclear and hydraulic

resources, etc. The Energy Research group of the

Cavendish Laboratory of the Cambridge University produced

the projected energy demands for the period under review.

The projections were derived by means of a mathematical

model which relates energy demand to economic growth and

energy price through econometric equations which apply in-

come and price elasticities. With this model, the

Conservation Commission report projects a world total

installed electrical generating capacity of 11,000 GW(e)

by 2020. This represents an eightfold increase over the

•-• 1978 installed capacity corresponding to a 4.4. percent/

year growth over the next 50 years. This is seen to be an

impressive growth but quite conservative in comparison

to growths achieved in the USA and India. The report

claims to expect nearly half of the primary energy produced

in 2020 to be committed to generating electricity. Of the

total 11,000 GW(e) projected for 2020, 5000 GW(e) is

expected to come from nuclear plants, 2750 GW(e) from

coal-fired plants, 1759 GW(e) from hydro electric power
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stations and 1500 GW(e) from oil, gas, geothermal and

solar plants.

With regard to energy from fusion, the Commission's report

acknowledges the potentially great contributions of

fusion power, but it concludes that the state of the art

(as of 1978) is embryonic by compax-ison with many other

alternative energy conversion technologies and that it

would be premature to say with any conviction when fusion

might enter the commerical markets in a serious way.

It therefore did not include any contribution from fusion

reactors in its projections.

In order to study the implications of deploying various

reactor strategies, five scenarios were studied based

on the electrical projection shown in Figure 2.2. This

was seen as representative of a reasonable growth rate

for the various world regional groupings. The tables

show that most regions are close to the assumed asymptotic

limit of 50 percent by the year 2020.

2.1.3 International Energy Agency (1980)

In November 1980 the International Energy Agency published

a report titled "Group-strategy for Energy Research,

Development and Demonstrations" (9 ), following a three

year systems analysis effort examining the long term

(up to 2020) technology needs of the IEA countries under

various assumptions of what the dominant political,

economic and social trends influencing societies choice

of energy technologies might be. The analysis set out to

provide answers to such questions as

- which new energy production, conversion and end-use

technologies would the IEA countries as a group

need over the next few decades?
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- how much of a contribution of future energy

balances can these technologies be expected to

make under different assumptions of what the

future may be?

- how should the national energy research and

development programmes of the IEA be structured

to maximize the chances of having the necessary

technologies commercially available in sufficient

quantity when they are needed?

Numerous scenarios were studied from which it was concluded

that the major growth in primary energy is projected to

occur in coal and nuclear power in virtually all IEA

countries. These two sources of energy supply are seen as

being indispensable. Noting that forecasts of future

installed nuclear generating capacity have been repeatedly

lowered over the past decade, the IEA report optimistically

expects the nuclear share of total energy requirements

in IEA countries to increase from 4 percent (in 1980) to

almost 15 percent by the year 2000. This would require

an increase of installed nuclear generating capacity from

100 GW(e) in 1980 to 245 GW(e) in 1990 and to 425 GW(e)

in 2000. The figure for the year 2000 is more than 100

GW(e) for the IEA countries (Published in 1980) .

2.1.4 ' International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (1981)

In 1981, after seven years of studying the global energy

problem, the International Institute for Applied Systems

Analysis (IIASA) reported their findings in two books

"Energy in a Finite World: Volume 1. Paths to a

Sustainable Future: Volume 2, A Global Systems Analysis".

The study group's intent was to compliment the energy

research of larger national and regional groups, and in

particular the WAES group and the World Energy Conference

Studies.
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The IIASA study takes a global view of the energy problem

by grouping the countries of the world into seven regions

selected on a basis of economic and energy resource

similarities. It examines in detail the 50 year period

from 1980 to 2030, focussing on how the balance between

the world's supply of energy and its demand for energy

may evolve during this period. It applies two quantitative

'bench mark1 scenarios labelled "high" and "low". The

two scenarios are based upon moderate to moderately high

growth projections of population, economic development and

energy use in order to focus on the transition away from

petroleum resources, and ultimately away from fossil fuels

toward more renewable energy sources. The report claims

that while the two scenarios do not aim to be predictions

of either the most preferred future state of the world or

the most probable, they are internally consistent and

span a range of economic and energy supply and demand

futures, within which the actual future value is likely

to fall.

Based on a set of assumptions constraining the degree of

electrification in the various world regions, the analysis

arrives at an increase in electricity demand globally

of 2.4 to 3.3 percent per year to 2030 in the Low and

High scenarios respectively. Assuming average 70 percent

load factors of power plants and 15 percent losses in

transmission and distribution, the two scenarios require

a world electrical generating capacity of 3550 to 4390

GW(e) in the year 2000, and from 6320 to 9845 GW(e) in 2030

In the North American region the high and low scenarios

show growth in electricity demand of 1.4 to 2 percent per

year, to 640 to 880 GW(e) of capacity in 2030. Nuclear

power would provide 30 to 43 percent of electricity

production in the year 2000, and nearly 81 percent by 2030.

The situation is seen to be similar in Western Europe and
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Japan, where 85 percent of all electricity would be from

nuclear power in 2030 in the High scenario, and 76 percent

in the Low scenario.

2.1.5 Orangization Economic Cooperative Development/Nuclear .

« Energy Agency (1982)

i

Finally, the most recent publication offers another view

of future nuclear generating capacity. In January 1982,

the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) published à revised

version its "Yellow Book" entitled "Nuclear Energy and

its Fuel Cycle - Prospects to 2025". This is an update

of the 1978 Yellow Book that was used extensively during

the initial phases of the work of several groups of the

INFCE study. The revision was seen to be necessary in

view of the recent rapid changes in the perceived outlook

for nuclear energy, notably frequent and significant

revisions of the installed nuclear capacity estimates.

In recognition of varying degrees of uncertainty about

the future, the Yellow Book groups the next 4 0 years into

three principal time periods:

i) The near-term (until the year 1990)-a period

usually considered in detail in national energy

plans. Plans in this time period thus reflect

the effects of recent trends and detailed planning

horizons.

ii) The mid-term (1991-2000)-a period beyond detailed

consideration by many countries, and thus is

characterized by greater uncertainty than the

near-term. Since technologies to be used in the

mid-term are typically well developed, the

essence of studies within this time period is to

estimate the overall level of nuclear power used

and the mix of (known) technologies that will
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characterize the market place. Very important

to the mid-term is the strong influence of deploy-

ment decisions made in the previous time period.

iii) The long-term (2001-2025) has the greatest

uncertainty. Not only are uncertainties in the

level of nuclear power demand and its deployed

mix of technologies greatest, but also the

spectrum of technology types is uncertain. This

is because many potentially employable technologies

are at present only at the research and development

stage. Because the long-term period is so un-

certian, studies made for this report are aimed

at illustrating the impact of widely-differing

illustrative reactor strategies upon fuel cycle

requirements. This approach, rather than the

alternative of predicting one "probable"

scenario, is chosen to accommodate the highly

tentative nature of long-term projections.

The NEA report acknowledges the difficulty of estimating

the growth of world nuclear power and the complex

interrelationship between the many factors that can have

some influence. So rather than attempt to determine the

"best estimate" level of installed nuclear capacity, it

makes use of information on estimated nuclear power

growth derived from replies to a questionnaire sent to

all countries of the world. The questionnaire asked for

each countries' high and low projections, to the year 2000,

of economic growth electricity generating requirements

and nuclear-related estimates. The "high" case was to

reflect the goals of.ambitious nuclear power programmes,

planned in response to rising prices and difficulties

of supply of fossil fuels, possible higher rates of

increase in electricity consumption etc. The "low" case

was to take cognizance of current patterns of energy
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utilization and supply, as well as present delays in

construction of new nuclear plants and generally to

assume a continuation of this trend.

The table in Figure 2.3 presents the nuclear power growth

forecasts submitted in response to the questionnaire, or

NEA estimates where responses were not forthcoming. The

table in Figure 2.4 shows the nuclear growth estimates

for the OECD regions considered in this report. The report

notes that the estimated steady growth of nuclear power

in all regions of the OECD shows that member countries

expect to rely increasingly on nuclear power to meet their

future needs.

Nuclear power growth projections and the period 1991 to

2025 were obtained by applying a variance of the demographic

projection method. This was based upon the extrapolation

per capita electricity consumption towards a range of

long term limiting values. The report claims that although

this method submerges the fact that energy demand is

linked to economic activity and that electricity is only

one of several end-use fuel choices, it has an advantage

in its simplicity. The asymptotic values chosen for

electricity growth were intended to reflect substantial

penetration of electricity usage in the domestic,

industrial and commercial sectors, as well as the poss-

ibility of major new demands arising, such as the production

of hydrogen by electrolysis. The asymptotes of nuclear

powers' share of electricity generations were set at

35-50 percent of electricity generation in OECD America

and 50-70 percent elsewhere.

The projections plotted by regions and scenarios re-

produced in Fig. 2-5 show the effects of choosing

asymptotes which reflect the long-term uncertainties. ,
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in conclusion the NEA-OECD report notes that while the

projected long-term nuclear power capacity in the

non-communist world lies about 30 percent below the

INFCE projection, its projections are not inconsistent

with the IIASA study. However, it cautions that the

real nuclear development may well fall outside of this

range, mainly depending on the future overall competition

between coal-and nuclear-fuelled generating plants.

2.2 Concluding Remarks

The foregoing covers only a few of the more widely

publicized world energy studies. There are many more

similar reports, and many others dealing with various

individual national situations. Nearly without exception,

these studies conclude that with the driving force of

a growing world population that is expected to double in

the next 30 years, and an acknowledged finite store of

natural oil and gas resources, energy needs must in-

creasingly be transferred from oil to coal and uranium

and ultimately to renewable resources. The critical

unknown factor is the amount of time available to make

a smooth transition from oil.

Although all the projections expects electricity demand

and nuclear generating capacity to continue growing over

the next few decades, comparison of recent projections

shows a striking and continuing downturn in the expectations

of long-term energy growth and installed nuclear generating

capacity. Figure 2.6 is a compilation of tables reproduced

from the 1982 NEA/ORCD Yellow Book showing this trend

clearly. Such a decline in expected requirements lessens

the incentives for the present and near-term to change from

the current uranium-consuming but cost-competitive once-

through thermal fuel cycles to fuel-conserving but more

expensive converter fuel cycles as an intermediate step

to breeder introduction.
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3.0 STATUS OF THE NUCLFAR FUEL CYCLE ISSUES

In its most general sense, the term 'nuclear fuel cycle1

refers to the complete set of nuclear engineering operations

and processes that are involved in the business of nuclear

power generation, from mining and milling the uranium

ore to waste disposal, including fuel re-cycle and

breeder reactors. It is common to make a distinction

between the front end and the back end of the fuel cycle.

The front end comprises uranium mining,, uranium processing

(milling) into yellow cake, conversion of yellow cake

into gas uranium hexaflouride and in all but heavy water

reactor applications, the enrichment and conversion of

this gas into uranium dioxide and fuel fabrication. The

back end of the fuel cycle comprises intermediate fuel

element storage, chemical reprocessing to extract re-usable

fissile isotopes, intermediate waste disposal, waste

solidification and final waste disposal.

The 'once-through' fuel cycle that serves most of today's

commercial nuclear generating facilities is a special

case as it does not include fuel cycle or breeder reactors,

i.e. the backend of the fuel cycle is not closed. The

future potential fuel cycles that offer longer term supply

alternatives depend upon the back end of the fuel cycle

being closed. This section briefly summarizes the

current status of various stages of the fuel cycle

and discusses some of the issues that may influence the

status.

3.1 Uranium Resources

The extent and availability of uranium is one of the key

issues in the debate over alternative fuel cycles. For

as long as there is an adequate availability of yellow

cake there is little incentive to change from the simple

once-through fuel cycle to the more conserving converter

and breeder fuel cycles.
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There are two basic factors that determine the

availability of uranium: first, the size of the resource

ore body and the way it is distributed in the earths'

surface; second, the production capability of yellowcake

from the ore resource in sufficient quantity.

3.1.1 The Latest Assessment of Uranium Resources

It recent reports it is common practice to express global

uranium resoureces in terms of the NEA/IAEA classification

scheme, which uses two main resource categories:

Reasonably Assured Resources" (RAR) and "Estimated

Additional Resources" (EAR).

The category RAR applies to known deposits of a size

and configuration that can readily be recovered with

current technology. Resources in the RAR category that

have a high assurance of existence and in the cost

category below $80/kg U ($30/lb of uranium oxide), are

considered reserves. Current world reserves are estimated

( 7 ) at 1.7,5 million tonnes uranium.

EAR refers to uranium in addition to RAR that is expected

to occur in extensions of well-explored deposits, in

little-explored deposits or in undiscovered deposits

with similar geological features. Less reliance can be

placed on EAR estimates but deposits in this category

may later be transferred to RAR following further

exploration. The latest available numbers from the

NEA/OECD show a total of 2.7 million tonnes of additional

uranium (EAR) at costs less than $130/kgU.
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There is a third category called 'Speculative Resources1

(SR) that refers to uranium, in addition to EAR, that

is thought to exist mostly on the basis of indirect

indications and geological extrapolations. The

existence and size of such resources are highly speculative.

According to "World Uranium Potential", a joint 1978

publication by NEA/IAEA, Speculative Resources at less

than $130 kg/U are between 6.6 and 14.8 million tonnes

uranium. The study notes however, that "even if these

speculative resources exist, there is no guarantee

that the resources will be discovered or if discovered

that they can be made available".

Figure 3.1 shows a summary of the recent estimates and

the latest figures for the (non-communist) world uranium

resources. Note that there is a distinction drawn between

RAR, EAR, and SR based on differing degrees of geological

evidence, and therefore estimates in each of three

distinct categories cannot be summed to obtain total

resources. (10).

The 1980 survey of Energy Resources (10) warns that

"it is a mistake to place too much reliance on the

accuracy of resource estimates. Even those resources

which have been sufficiently explored to be considered

"Reasonably Assured" are on the whole accurate to only

±20%. This is due partly to the fact that the various

national institutions who provide the data use a variety

of different definitions and schemes to classify mineral

resources, even though they might in general accept

the above NEA/IAEA terminology. Also, while important

resource information has been published, much information

has not been made available, for reasons of national and

strategic interests or because of commercial considerations.
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In addition to estimates of the the size of the world's

uranium resources, it is pertinent to note that these

resources are concentrated principally in six countries:

Australia, Canada, South Africa, Namibia, Nigeria and

USA. Countries outside of this group with little or no •

indigenous uranium supplies and without alternative means

of meeting their foreseen future energy needs (e.g.

Japan, EEC nations) will look particularly closely at the

options of reprocessing and recycle, in thermal or fast

reactors, in order to make maximum use of their indigenous

resources, .nd/or to make themselves less vulnerable

to interruptions of essential fuel supplies. Assurances

of uranium supplies and the provision of enrichment services,

where necessary, will be important factors in counter

balancing such views (11).

It's generally believed that resource estimates will

probably grow with time as exploration expands our

knowledge base. This, together with an observed increase

in geographic diversification of uranium production, lends

weight to the view that uranium is not yet a mature resource,

requiring exploitation to proceed to ever lower-grade and

more costly sources. (12)

3.1.2 Uranium Production Capability

Production capability is generally considered a more

critical issue than resource totals. It too is difficult

to forecast for it is subject to diverse constraints of a

technical, economic, environmental and/or political

nature. The February 1982 edition of the NEA/IAEA report

"Uranium Resources, Production and Demand" estimates

that "given adequate incentives, the non-communist world

could achieve production capability of some 130 thousand

tonnes per year by 1995, but this level could not be
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maintained after 2000 from resources in the principal

resource categories alone. This projection is essentially

an estimate of the maximum rate of production technically

attainable from resources in the principal resource

categories, under optimum conditions." For comparison

of this estimate, refer to Figure 3.2 (reproduced from

Reference (10) which shows the 1980 INFCE production

estimates attainable in 1985.

In a 1981 study (12) on the present and future interna-

tional uranium market, the International Energy Studies

Group of MIT Energy Lab concluded that there is little

basis for worry about supply during the next 10 to 20

years. They contend that it will be a buyers1 market

for the next ten years with prices considerably below

those of the past years. They suggest that a tightening

in the market could come only from a rapid revitalization

of nuclear construction programs or the failure of a major

supplier.

With the bulk of uranium production in stable countries,

there seems every prospect that the supply of uranium

will be ample to meet the needs of the nuclear industry

at least into the mid 1990's. Even if the currently

perceived modest growth in nuclear generation were to

be exceeded substantially, both the reserve position

and the production potential are sufficient to balance

supply and demand (13). It therefore seems unlikely that

uranium prices in this period will escalate to the point

where the attractions of the breeder/converter reactors

become dominant.

Beyond the term of the century, production estimates

become difficult to make. As discussed at length in the

INFCE study, producers will only commit themselves to

major programs of extending exploration and developing
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production facilities when they are reasonably assured

of an economic return on their expenditure. They

therefore see that assurance of demand, notably through

long-term supply contracts and confidence in the per-

formance of the nuclear industry, is essential

to ensure continued availability of uranium. Consumers

on the other hand see security of supply of nuclear fuel,

free from commerical and political manipulation, as

highly important. So to protect themselves they are tending to

create stockpiles, diversify their sources of supply and/or

adopt more efficient fuel cycle strategies. This will

influence demand, hence prices and production capability.

The 1982 OEDC/NEA Yellow Book points out that although

existing and expected stocks of depleted uranium (obtained

from nuclear programmes already existing) represent a

sizeable resource which could be exploited in fast reactors,

independence from imports could not be achieved by this

means for several decades.

3.1.3 Thorium Resources

Although thorium is on the average about three times as

abundant as uranium, it does not occur in as many environ-

ments. Exploration for thorium has been low, less than

uranium, and consequently equivalent information on thorium

resources is even less. According to the 1982 Yellow Book

(7 ) thorium resources recoverable at a cost of less than

$80/kg Th total more than 0.7 million tonnes Th for.the

RAR category and 2.3 million tonnes Th for the EAR category.

Demand for thorium is not expected before the turn of the

century, and OECD/NEA projected cumulative requirements

to 2025, even in a high growth projection, are substantially

less than the current estimated RAR and EAR of thorium.
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3.1.4 Resources For Fusion Facilities

It appears likely that the first generation of fusion

reactors will utilize the deuterium-tritium fuel cycle.

The generally accepted idea is that tritium will be bred

from lithium in the reactor blanket and recovered in

plant systems. Depending on plant design, lithium inventories

for a 1000 GW(e) generating capacity (i.e. approximately

about twice the current total US electrical generating

capacity) would require from 408 to 1200 kilotonnes of

natural lithium and a normalized annual make-up of 300

to 12000 tonnes of lithium (14).

There are large uncertainties in the estimates of world-

wide lithium resources. However, although lithium

inventories for a 1000 GW(e) generating capacity would

require about 50 to 160 times current US lithium production,

this represents only about one-third of the known

conventional resources in the US. (The US is currently

the only lithium producer in the non-communist world.)

Significant requirements for a fusion program would

therefore demand a considerable growth in the lithium

producing industry, but this is unlikely to become urgent

before 2020.

3.2 Uranium Enrichment

Enrichment is a key to the LWR fuel cycle and is also a

dominant cost in the fuel cycle. A variety of methods

have been considered since World War II but only the

gaseous diffusion and centrifuge methods have been

developed to any substantial commercial level. In recent

years advances in ultra-centrifuge technology have enabled

the gas centrifuge process to challenge gaseous diffusion

as the preferred technology for large-scale production of

enriched urc.aium. Extensive research and development is

being conducted on atomic vapour laser separation, molecular

laser isotope separation and the plasma separation process(14)
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These processes have the potential of attaining very high

separation in one stage thus making it feasible to recover

all of the fissile U_-- in enriched form. However, none

of the advanced processes under development has yet been

demonstrated as economically feasible.

As in the uranium market, there is also a 'buyer's market'

for enrichment services at present, resulting from the

decline in growth of nuclear power and the emergence of

several enrichment facilities outside of the USA.

The latest projected uranium enrichment capacity in the

OECD countries in the period up to 1995-2000 is presented

in Figure 3.3, obtained fromthe 1982 Yellow Book. Demand

projections indicate that during this period OECD Europe

and the US plan to have more than sufficient capacity to

meet this need, while the Japanese might have to import

enriched uranium, in spite of their planned increase in

enrichment capacity.

The status of the supply of enrichment services seems to•

be adequate so that it is unlikely to have a bearing on the

change of current fuel cycle strategies.

3.3 Reprocessing of spent fuel

Although the basic technology for reprocessing, plutonium

handling and thermal reactor recycle is well established,

it remains the centre of many concerns which have the very

real chance of delaying the timely development of a mature

nuclear capability that can supply the energy demands of

the future.

Some countries have definite plans to introduce either

thermal or fast reactor plutonium recycle, others have

decided not to reprocess their spent fuel at least for the

present (although none has yet definitely decided to dis-

pose of its spent fuel permanently without reprocessing),
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and others are still considering whether or not to reprocess

their spent fuel. Some countries may decide to reprocess

their spent fuel for environmental or technical reasons

and to store, but not recycle, the plutonium. As the

INFCE study has indicated that the proliferation risks

associated with reprocessing are more effectively countered

by international safeguards rather than technical fixes,

the concerns over reprocessing will remain until such

arrangements are seen by the public at large to be work-

able and acceptable.

3.4 Spent Fuel Storage and Waste Disposal

In recent years the issue of radioactive wastes from

civilian nuclear power plants has provided a major arena

for those debating the future of nuclear power (3 ). Over

the years there have been a great many alternatives con-

sidered for the disposal of nuclear waste, the most

promising of which seems to be some form of geologic

disposal. This issue must be solved to the extent that

it reduces to an 'acceptable' level the public's

perception of the safety and environmental risks.
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4. FUTURE POTENTIAL FUEL CYCLES AND VARIOUS ISSUES

It is evident that for nuclear power to be a viable long-

term option for the future, we must remove the constraint

presented by the inefficient use of finite uranium

resources. This can be done by exploiting the potential

of the more plentiful fertile elements of U 2 3 8 and Th_ ~,

or the fusion process, or some combination of the two.

This leads to the conclusion that above all else, the

introduction of reprocessing is essential, and that in

due course advanced converter and/or breeder reactors

will become the basis of nuclear power.

We are therefore entering a transition period which will

be a time of great uncertainty in evolutionary directions

for nuclear technology, as each country will have its own

unique problems and criteria. Fundamentally, however,

all developed western countries are facing the same

dilemma of a long-term need for power systems that are

fuel factories, but short and mid-term economic dis-

incentives to their introduction (15). The problem is

further complicated by the fact that the time period

required for the commerical introduction of sufficient

numbers of breeder fuel factories could be long relative

to the time period available before a fuel-resource squeeze

becomes apparent. If this is the case, then the criteria

for selecting the next generation fuel cycles must include

a high fuel leverage when the first few breeders are intro-

duced - that is, the use of plutonium or thorium must have

a significant impact on the demand for U^O».

A considerable number of alternative fuel cycles could be,

and have been, envisaged. With three fissile elements and

many variations in the form of the fuel, moderators,

coolants and reprocessing methods and strategies, the
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permutations are numerous. The alternatives are further

extended by the possibilities offered by fission-fusion

systems. Each of these combinations has its own unique

properties that effect the efficiency of the resource

utilization and the economics, convenience and safety of

plant and fuel cycle operations. To implement any of

these alternatives effectively requires an infrastructure

of developed technology, existing plant, manufacturing and

reprocessing facilities, a mature licencing/regulatory

framework, operating experience and trained manpower. To

date, only a few of the many possible alternative fuel

cycles have actually been put into practice and this

situation seems unlikely to change very much in the for-

seeable future, for as Cohen (16) points out, even changing

from a uranium to thorium fuel cycle for light or heavy

water reactors will require extensive modifications to the

industrial substructure - new mines and mills, new

reprocessing and fuel fabrication plants, possible a new

licensing base and new reactor operating procedures.

Thus the further any proposed concepts stray from

proven reactor systems and technology, the longer it

will take to develop them, the more uncertain their econ-

omic consequences will be, and therefore the more improbable

their development and deployment will be.

Nuclear fuel cycle strategies that appear likely candidates

for national programs during the forthcoming transition

period, basically comprise mixes of thermal converter

and fast breeder reactor types. Thes are bound to vary

from one country to another during the inital phases of

the transition, depending on the many technical, economic

and socio-political factors already mentioned. The next

few sections review the current status of the main reactor

types and the way they might combine in the mix of future

fuel cycle strategies.
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4 .1 Thermal V7ater Reactors

The majority of reactors deployed around the world at

present are light water reactors. Their record shows

that they can produce electricity reliably at competitive

rates, they have the lowest capital costs relative to other

commercial designs and are supported by a widely established

technical and regulatory base. In the light of sustained

low growth rates in electricity demand, and continued

availability of 'cheap' uranium, one might argue that

nuclear expansion in most world countries, and particularly

in the USA, could continue to favour the LWR concept over

the next few decades. Efforts at reducing the effect of

inefficient usage of uranium might conceivably extend only

to slight modifications of the reactor design and fuel

cycle.

Light water reactors can be designed for better use of

uranium and as INFCE WG4 reported, research and development

programmes are being persued to this end. Studies of

possible LWR once-through improvements in the USA show

that UoOg requirements can be reduced by 6-10 percent by

relatively straight-forward improvements such as increased

burnup and improved fuel management. For more complex

improvements, reductions to as much as 25 percent is

suggested. A IS percent reduction in LWR U^OQ requirements

is representative of improvement which current research

and development programmes are expected to achieve

commercially by 1990, principally by achieving a higher

burnup than the current generation LWR.

Uranium usage in LWR1s may be further improved by spent

fuel reprocessing and plutonium recycle. However, the

economic arguements for reprocessing depend on the price

of uranium, the cost of waste disposal, and in particular

on the subsequent use that is made of the separated plutonium

and uranium. According to INFCE, if they are recycled in

LWR1s, the economic advantage is not likely to be large.
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The USA's position as stated in the report of INPCE Working

Group 4, is that for the next several decades there is no

economic incentive for adopting a thermal recycle in

preference to the 15 percent improved once-through cycle,

and this situation would prevail until at least the early

part of the next century, even for high uranium ore cost

and high nuclear demand. Indeed, most countries planning

to use plutonium look mainly to its use in fast reactors.

So it appears that the general strategy to extend the

resource base, is to reprocess thermal reactor fuel to

recover and store the plutonium as a necessary precursor

to eventual breeder deployment, rather than to maximize LWR

fuel utilization.

The Canadian strategy appears to differ from other national

programmses by virtue of the CANDU design being more easily

adapted to accommodate new fuel cycles as the economic and

resource situations dictate. Thus the incentive to change

to a fast breeder system in order to achieve better resource

utilization is greatly reduced.

4.2 Advanced Converter Reactors

In a general sense, there are two classes of proposed

reactors that can improve the efficiency of fissile

resource use: advanced converters and breeders.

Advanced converters can achieve conversion ratios in the

range 0.7 to just over 1.0, compared with LWRs which

operate at conversion ratios of less than 0.6. Breeder

reactors can achieve conversion ratios significantly

larger than 1.0.

Prototypes of various types of advanced converters and

breeder reactors have been developed in the USA and other

countries. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 ( 2 ) show some simplified

tables of several reactor types and various possible

final cycles.
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Interest in thorium as a reactor fuel steins largely from

the fact that the U_33 produced by neutron capture in

thorium is a more valuable fuel for thermal reactors

than plutonium that results from neutron capture in U23g.

Because of the high net neutron yield (eta) of U~33 in

thermal reactors relative to either Pu23g or U__5, the

Th-U233 fuel cycle has higher conversion ratios and longer

fuel life than is possible in U23g-based fuel cycles.

Thorium fueled reactors are expected to have lower fuel

cycle costs than uranium converters using natural uranium

or slightly enriched uranium with plutonium recycle (14).

However, the greater neutron economy of thorium is offset

commercially by the requirement for highly enriched U235

or Pu23g and by the difficulties in reprocessing caused

by the hard gamma radiation from the daughter products of

the short-lived alpha emitted Th22g.

Apart from CANDU, the main contender for advanced converter

reactor design is the high temperature gas-cooled concepts.

Although few designs have progressed to the level of a

full-scale commercial apiration, several different proto-

types have been developed around the world. The 330 MW(e)

commercial plant at Fort Saint Frain, Colorado; the OECD

Dragon project, the German AVR design, the American Peach

Bottom project and the 30 0 MW(e) THTR design are examples

of demonstration designs of the advanced converter concept.

The CONAES study( 2 ) , in presenting an American prospective

of the various advanced converter designs CANDU, HTGR and

the Light Water Breeder Reactor, concluded that the high

temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR) offered the best

prospects of fuel economy, flexibility of operation and

economy in power generation. Nevertheless it recommended

a careful cost comparison between an HTGR and an LWR

optimized for domestic economic conditions and safety

regulations before making a final choice between the two,

for application in the period 1985 to 2010. In its final

conclusion, CONAES concluded that the advanced converter
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concept was "not likely to yield economical power generation"

and advocated the development of the liquid metal fast

breeder reactor instead. This appears to be the strategy

that the European nations too, Germany and France in

particular have adopted.

The HTGR has the potential for direct-cycle electric power

generation and for industrial process heat applications.

A relatively small RD and D program on HTGR's is currently

underway in the US.

4.3 Breeder Reactors

4.3.1 Fast Fission Breeder Reactors

The fast fission breeder reactor concept - specifically

the liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor {LMFBR)

concept - is the centrepiece of the long-term nuclear

power option for most of the major industrial countries

in the world today. This is due primarily to its

potential to make an impact on the strategic aspects of

the nuclear fuel cycle.

The oxide uranium-plutonium fuelled LMFBR design is

currently the most developed type of fast breeder power

reactor. The gas-cooled fast breeder reactor concept is

essentially similar to the LMFBR except that pressurized

helium rather than sodium acts as the coolant. No test

or pilot-plant GCFBR has been built( 2 ), but much of the

technology could be borrowed from the high-temperature

gas-cooled thermal reactors. Since the GCFBR has not been

under intensive development, its program would lag well behind

the LMFBR, if it is ever pursued.

At present, three LMFBR demonstration prototype fast

reactor plants are in operation: BN-350 in the USSR,

Phénix in France and PFR in the UK; with SNR 2 nearing

completion in Germany, and MONJU in Japan. Several

experimental reactors are also in operation in USSR, USA,
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France, Japan and Germany and under construction in Italy

and India. The extensive experience gained so far in the

design and development of LMFBR's is now proceeding to

the next stage of design, construction and operation of

the first commercial size reactors, notably BN-600 (a 600 MW(e)

plant that went into operation in 1979 in USSR), Super-Phenix

(1200 MW(e) plant scheduled for criticality in mid-1984 (17)),

and CDFR (1250 MW(e), still in the design stage and scheduled

for construction to start in 1985/6).(18)

The development of these various fast reactors has demon-

strated the huge development costs and the potentially

high unit capital cost of future commercial fast reactor

plants. The French are currently directing their main

design effort into finding ways to reduce capital costs

of the commercial fast reactors to follow Super-Phenix

without compromising safety and reliability. Looking

to the future of fast reactors internationally, the high

cost of fast reactor development may well lead to there

being only two competing designs around the turn of the

century when the world market for commercial fast reactors

is expected to open up (17): one based on a prototype

LMFBR concept, similar to both the British and French

prototypes, and another on the loop-type LMFBR concept,

along the lines of the German, Japanese and American

designs. (The Soviets have developed both pool and loop

units.) According to the INFCE report by Working Group 5,

there are no clear-cut advantages or disadvantages for

either type.

Fast breeders can be fueled with Pu 2 3 g or U 2 3 3 and can

breed the same fissile materials by neutron capture in
U238 o r Th2S2 r e s P e c t i v e l Y • Breeding is divided between

the core, the radial blanket and the axial blanket.

Typically about one-third of the core and about one-sixth

of the blanket fuel elements are replaced each year.

In practice, the U-Pu cycle (U238
 + pu239^ i s P r e f e r r e â

as it yields a much better breeding ratio in the core.

The breeding ratio of the system may be altered by adjust-

ina t-he amount of nlutonium Droduced in the core relative
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to the amount of fissile product bred in the blankets.

Thus the fast reactor could serve as a breeder-converter

"fuel factory", with break-even (or even less) plutonium

production in the core, with a large production of U_,_

in a thorium blanket, for use in advanced converter reactors.

While this latter feature is promoted by some as having

great future potential for reducing the uranium demand,

the report by the INFCE Working Group 5 presents analytical

results that show the reduction can vary significantly

with the particular supplier FBR fuel cycle and the client

thermal reactor type. Starting from a reference LMFBR

design with mixed uranium-plutonium oxide fuel in a

homogeneous or heterogeneous core surrounded by U0 9

blanket elements, the analysis shows the effect on

uranium consumption of other LMFBR concepts using various

combinations of thorium in the radial and axial blankets,

uranium or thorium in the core, and fuel in carbide or oxide

form. The uranium consumption is lowest for the U-Pu

LMFBR reference design and can be up to three times larger

for the case with thorium in both blankets and mixed Pu-Th

fuel in the core. On the other hand, uranium consumption

is only marginally improved using advanced converter HWR's

rather than denatured uranium LWR's as client reactors,

although the client/supplier ratio is improved substantially.

4.3.2 Non-fission Breeders

4.3.2.1 Fusion-Fission Hybrid Breeders

Neutrons produced by nuclear reactions other than fission

can also be used to breed fissile fuel from fertile uranium

or thorium isotopes. Fusion breeders take advantage of

the fusion reaction's prolific productions of high energy

neutrons, nearly four times as many neutrons per unit of

generated energy as a fission event. Furthermore, the

14MeV fusion neutrons can readily multiply themselves by

inducing fast fissions in fertile materials or by under-

going non-fissioning reactions that produce an additional

one or two neutrons per fusion. The net result is that

fusion breeders can typically produce 10 to 20 times as

much fissile fuel per unit of nuclear energy than fission
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breeders. Thus the fusion-fission hybrid concept has the

potential of overcoming the fast breeder's economic

problem of being unable to allow rapid deployment of the

new technology due to its long doubling time.

Maniscalco et al (19) have compiled a comprehensive review

of recent design trends and developments in fusion-fission

hybrid reactor concepts. In their paper they concentrate

on the suppressed-fission blanket designs which have

emerged as attractive fusion breeders during the last

two years. They claim that "interest in fusion breeders

has increased significantly over the past five years

because substantial progress has been made in fusion

research and workers now believe that the performance

needed to breed fissile fuel will be demonstrated within

this decade, perhaps as early as 1985". If this proves

to be the case, then fusion breeders alone may well have

the "leverage" on resource requirements discussed earlier,

and their development will have a major impact on the

general fusion program. The review paper illustrates the

enormous potential by quoting that typical thermal support

ratios for several generic fusion breeders in symbiosis

with either LWR's or advanced converter reactors range

from 4 to 52. The lowest thermal support ratios (four to

six) are obtained with uranium fast fission-fusion breeders

which produce plutonium for LWR's, while the highest (30

to 50) are obtained with thorium suppressed-fission-fusion

breeders which support advanced converter reactors such as

HTGR's and CANDU's. In contrast, a LMFBR can produce

enough excess fissile fuel to support only 0.7 to 1.4 LWR's

of equivalent power. Even more impressive is the claim

that "all of the generic fusion breeders offer the potential

to provide an inexhaustible source of energy at costs that

are within 20 percent of today's electrical costs".

Among the conclusions from the 1980 EPRI-sponsored feasibility

study "Preliminary Feasibility Assessment of Fusion-fission

Hybrids", some indicate that development of the blanket,

rather than the driver concept, will likely determine the

cost and performance differences as well as the schedule
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for achieving a viable hybrid technology. An important

conclusion is that the hybrid does not appear to involve

new siting or licencing problems.

An AECL report by Geiger and Bartholomew (20) also presents

a recent review of fusion-fission hybrid breeder designs.

As their study is primarily concerned with breeders supply-

ing the make-up fuel requirements for CANDU reactors

operating on the thorium cycle, they offer a simple

economic assessment of the allowed capital cost of the

breeder, as well as reviewing the various aspects of the

breeder design. Their economic analysis shows that the

fusion-fission hybrid is uneconomic at present, with

estimated capital costs exceeding allowed values by factors

of three or more. The allowed capital cost depends

strongly on the cost of separated U 2 3 5 and on whether or not

the breeder generates net electrical energy.

They raise one interesting point about the influence

that CANDU1s tritium production capability can have on

the breeders fissile output and hence its allowable capital

cost. If the 8.22 gT/day, obtainable from a 12000 MW(e)

CANDU system, were fed to the breeder thereby allowing the

tritium production in the blanket to be reduced by a

factor of 0.75, the fissile output could be increased by

approximately 21 percent (for the U-Th blanket) which in '

turn would proportionally increase the allowed cost.

In its final conclusion, the AECL report forsees many

difficulties with the fusion concept which leads them

to believe that commercial exploitation of the fusion

breeder is unlikely to be achieved before 2010.
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4.3.2.2 Spallation Breeder Systems

Neutrons for converting fertile to fissile fuel can also

be produced by well-established accelerator techniques.

Typically, a proton linear accelerator delivers a high-

current beam of charged particles to a thick target

surrounded by a blanket assembly. The beam interacts

with the target to produce an intense source of neutrons

by spallation which are multiplied and absorbed in the

fentile material in the blanket. The conversion of

electricity to proton energy can be accomplished presently

with 6-10 percent efficiency, but improvements to 50-75

percent are possible and not far beyond current technology (21)

This process has been criticized as doing little more than

could be done with a well-designed critical reactor, with

the accelerator behaving functionally as an extremely

expensive control rod (5 ). Cost estimates of fissile

material produced from current accelerators range from

optimistic values of $40. to $60. per gram of Pu 2 3 g to

upwards of $140. per gram.

The accelerator breeder concept, for supporting the CANDU

thorium fuel cycle is discussed in an AECL publication

by Bartholamew et al (22). As the AECL accelerator

breeder concept is still largely in the design concept

stage, the paper provides only a rough outline of the

system's characteristics.

4.4 pure Fusion Reactors

The status of fusion reactor research and development is

summarized in Appendix A. The pure fusion reactor may be
l

thought of as the ultimate development of fusion tech-

nology where it functions primarily as an energy source

rather than a breeder of fission fuel. Opinions vary as

to when a commercial pure fusion facility will enter service.

The view of the IIASA study group seems typical, which

contends that the commercial feasibility with an electricity
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market share of say 10 percent, is at best unlikely

before 2030.

Numerous variations of fusion and fusion-fission hybrid

designs abound in the literature, each with both favourable

and unfavourable features. One hybrid concept that seems

particularly attractive has been proposed by Mills (23).

Essentially his proposal is to dispense with lithium to

permit a much larger fission energy multiplication (~» 100)

than is possible in comfortably subcritical blankets

containing lithium (̂/ 10 to 20). With such a high

multiplication and a limit to generating capacity accept-

able to the electric grid, he argues that lower energy D-D

fusion reaction would be acceptable. The concept appears

to remove most of the serious objections to both fission

and fusion aspects: no fuel enrichment or plutonium

separation is necessary, no lithium/tritium inventory is

required and no high Q fusion reactor need be developed.

Mills suggests, in conclusion, that if this concept was to

be developed now, "it could very well be able to generate

commercial power before the end of tho century".

4.5 Sortie Assessments of Fuel Cycle Strategies

If nuclear power is to achieve its real potential, it is

essential to introduce converters and/or breeders ultimately.

Of course, various strategies for introducing these advanced

reactors are possible and these will differ from one country

to another. The choice between continued use of thermal

reactors and the deployment of breeders will be strongly

influenced by fuel supply assurance considerations, by the

country's technological/industrial base and by other

economic considerations such as balance of payments, etc.

The IIASA study took a broad,world view of three possible

strategies for getting from the present situation of thermal

reactors and a few prototype breeders, to the situation such

that by 2030 there could be 10 TW(e) installed capacity and

no further demands on uranium resources.
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First, the classical strategy was addressed, in which

fissile plutonium produced from thermal 'burners' is

recovered to allow a gradual buildup of breeders that

would eventually replace the original thermal reactors.

This strategy leads to a one-time consumption of natural

uranium of around 15 million tons which is within the

estimated resources of high grade ore, but is well above

the current 'reserves'. An earlier penetration of

LMFBR's would improve the situation but the IIASA study

claims that this would be very weak unless simultaneously,

LMFBR's achieved capital cost parity with LWR's and the

cost of natural uranium went beyond $200./kg of U. Such

a situation is only likely to be realized well after the

year 2000.

A second strategy, was to allow for the slower introduction

of breeders and to compensate by bringing in advanced

converters. This strategy does have a more deliberate rate

of market penetration for breeders but uses about the

same amount of uranium as the classical strategy.

The third 'multipurpose' strategy is seen to provide the

solution, by combining the fuel cycles of LWR's advanced

converters and FBR.'s.

Another recent analysis of resource requirements of five

different single-reactor dominated strategies is presented

in the 1982 OECD Yellow Book: LWR once-through, LNR with

Pu recycle, U-Pu fueled FBR, HWR once-through.
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5. STATUS OF NATIONAL NUCLEAR PROGRAMMES IN SOME MAJOR

WESTERN NATIONS

This section briefly summarizes the current status of the

national nuclear programmes in the following countries:

Germany, France, UK, Japan, USA and Canada.

5.1 Federal Republic of Germany

Nuclear power is an essential part of the West German

federal government's energy policy which aims at reducing

imports of oil and natural gas and making better use of

indigenous lignite and hard coal (24).

In 1980 an installed nuclear capacity of about 9300MW(e)

was in operation which contributed about 14 percent of

the country's electricity generation. At that time,

additional nuclear plant with a capacity of 30,000 MW(e)

was under construction or in an advanced state of planning.

This capacity was anticipated to be in operation by 1990.

The issue of closing the nuclear fuel cycle has undergone

intense political discussions recently in Germany. Accord-

ing to existing regulations in that country, new construction

permits and operating licences will be granted in the

future only if sufficient evidence is provided to demonstrate

that the back-end of the fuel cycle can and will be solved

in an environmentally secure and safe manner (11). The

federal and state governments have agreed to further develop

national reprocessing and waste management technology. A

proposed site in Hesse has recently been accepted by the state

licencing authorities for the construction of a 350 tonne/yr

reprocessing plant (17). There is currently a motion in

the federal parliament to support an integrated centre with

interim storage, reprocessing, fuel fabrication and waste

treatment/disposal all on one site above a salt dome such

as the one at Gorleben.
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Germany, in co-operation with the Netherlands and Belgium,

is constructing a 300 MW(e) demonstration LMFBR SNR-300 at

Kalkar. The plant is expected to go on line some time

after 1985, although this may be in doubt as the Dutch

government has withdrawn most of its funding of Neratoom,

the contributing Dutch company, in response to strong

anti-nuclear political feelings in Holland (17). The

fast breeder is seen as a long term solution to the

assurance of non-oil energy supply.

Two other projects of similar importance are the gasification

and liquefaction of coal. In this connection the develop-

ment of a 300 MW(e) HTR prototype is underway.

5.2 France

Today France is about the only nation that has an active

nuclear construction program proceeding close to schedule.

Recently the national utility EdF has been authorized to

order a further 16GW(e) of nuclear capacity which means

that, excluding future orders, France is committed to

60GW(e) of operational capacity by 1990. This will supply

73 percent of its electricity needs, which amounts to

approximately 26 percent of her total energy demand (25).

The French commitment to the LMFBR for long term assurance

of energy supply is manifest in the Phénix and Super-Phenix

projects. More details of French thinking for the design

of commercial fast reactors to follow Super-Phenix was

presented by J. Leclercq at a recent ANS/ENS conference

on fast reactor safety (17). The project, designated as

the 1500 MW LMFBR, involves more than just the reactor

and incorporates associated fuel fabrication and reprocessing

plants. The French government apparently has not yet

announced plans on what should follow Super-Phenix, but a

political decision may be possible in 1985/6 after con-

struction and commissioning at Creys-Malville is completed.
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The reprocessing facility at LaHague and the Eurodif

enrichment plant at Tricastin puts Prance in a good

position for continuing its policy of attaining long-term

energy independence. A recent governmental working group

on spent fuel reprocessing in France, has given the LaHague

installation and its operation a good bill of health in a

preliminary report ( 17) . This plant is still of f ideally

considered experimental with several years of

additional development required to reach its nominal

capacity of 400 r/year of highly irradiated uranium oxide

fuels from LWR's. The public plans of Cogema project a

capaicty of 800 t/year by 1985.

A 5 t/year demonstration reprocessing plant being built

at Mercoule, to be commissioned in 1983/4, will have the

capacity to process fuel from the equivalent of 2.5 Phénix

reactors a year. A larger plant, PURR, of 100-150 t/year

capacity is under preliminary design and is to be built

for the proposed programme of four commercial breeder

reactors of 1500 MW(e) each.

5.3 United Kingdom

In 1980, the CEGB in the UK had an installed generating

capacity of 56 GW(e), of which 7 percent was nuclear-

It's expected that both these figures will increase.

In December 1979, the Secretary of State for Energy

stated in parliament that he expected nuclear power to

make a sizeable contribution to long term energy needs

although "the precise level of ordering new plants will

depend upon the development of electricity demand and the

performance of industry". (26)

CEGB1s medium term strategy is to expand their nuclear

capacity by building more thermal reactors. At present

three AGR units are under construction, and a decision to

introduce the PWR into Britain has been made. In the
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longer term, the CEGB is considering adopting the fast

breeder reactor.

The UK has made major contributions to the development of

fast reactor technology and is at the threshold of

commercial deployment. Experience gained from designing,

building and operating DFR and PFR has been used to evolve

a design for a 1250 MW(e) demonstration plant CDPR. The

delay in taking the next step appears to be due to two

factors: the British government's desire to find an

international partner to share the cost, and the priority

being given to the public enquiry on the PWR (27) .

In the opinion of Sir John Hill it will be at least 10

years and probably 20 before the fast reactor will be put

into commercial service due simply to the low price of

uranium (28).

As in France, the UK has at its disposal the entire nuclear

fuel cycle; modern high capacity reprocessing plants, new

centrifuge plants, reprocessing plants for plutonium fuel

and a 250 MW fast reactor in operation. In addition it is

involved in the JET fusion program.

5.4 Japan

As with France and Germany, Japan's lack of natural

resources has a major influence on the Japanese energy

policy, and the government's commitment to a broadly

based long-term nuclear energy strategy. Their energy

programme includes a substantial element of conservation

and is principly designed to reduce the country's great

dependence on imported oil and coal (29) .

At the end of 1979 there were 20 PWR units with a total

installed generating capacity of 13777 MW(e) while 8

additional units of 7000 MW(e) were under construction

and a further 7 units of 7100 MW(e) were in the planning

stage. By 1985 their aim is to have a nuclear capacity

of. 30 GW(e) .
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The Japanese have been active for some time in develop-

ing sodium cooled fast breeder technology. An

experimental 100MW(e) reactor "JOYO" went into service

in 1978, and a 300 MW(e) prototype "MONJU" is scheduled

for criticality around 1985.

Also, an advanced thermal reactor has been developed

and tested in the prototype "PUGEN" since 1978. This

flexible reactor can operate with an enriched uranium fuel

inventory and will be used as a plutonium producer or

burner to complement the FBR in the plutonium economy.

To further reduce their dependence on fossil fuels, a

very high temperature gas-cooled reactor is being

developed to provide a source of high temperature process

heat. Thus fuels for "clean energy1 such as hydrogen

reducing gas and synthetic gas could be produced using

nuclear energy, or the high temperature nuclear process

heat could be used directly. It is expected that

industrial applications using the VHTR as a heat source

will be applied in the 1990's (30).

The Japanese have developed a gas centrifuge for uranium

enrichment and have a small reprocessing plant at Tokai-mura,

although most of their spent fuel is reprocessed in France

or the UK. The plutonium recovered from spent fuel re-

processing will be used in Japan in LWR's and ATR's as

well as FBR1s after fabrication into U-Pu mixed-oxide

fuel elements (31).

Finally, the Japanese also have an extensive fusion

reactor development program. Its major test device JT-60

is a tokamak machine, although there is great interest

and activity in other confinement designs, like the tandem-

miror and ICF.
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5.5 U.S.A.

Over the past 20 years, the American nuclear industry and

electric utilities have developed nuclear power and have

come to rely on it for a significant fraction of their

requirements. From the outset there was, and shall remain,

a basic expectation that the plutonium generated in LWR fuel

would in due course be used in breeder reactors and would .

ultimately permit a virtually unlimited energy source. The

executive action by President Carter in 1977 suddenly cast

J~ doubt upon these expectations. By stopping the actions

leading to the reprocessing of LWR spent fuel and the re-

cycling of plutonium in LWR, and delaying the breeder program,

the future course has become uncertain. This, coincident with

lower electricity demands than forecast and increased demands

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), has left the

nuclear program in a dormant and confused state.

Now after the INFCE study and a change in the administration,

the future direction of the U.S. nuclear industry looks as

though it is back on course as before. A recent study

commissioned by EPRI to look at future alternative nuclear

technologies in the U.S., has concluded that the symbiotic

relationship between LWRs and LMFBRs will work well and

through breeding will negate concerns about uranium resources.

Continued rapid development of the LMFBR is also vigorously
(52 )

supported by the American Nuclear Society . The EPRI

study looked at various converter and breeder options and

concluded that the best nuclear power program for the nation,

all things considered, was to continue to deploy LWR's, to

institute spent-fuel reprocessing, and to continue the develop-

ment of the LMFBRs.
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Recently the NRC voted to grant the (now defunct)

Department of Energy permission for early cleaning, grading,

excavation and construction of temporary support and

certain service facilities at the Clinch River Breeder

Reactor project site . The rate at which this will

proceed is uncertain, as there are many socio-political

and economic factors involved, but the intended direction'

now seems clear. Optimistic projections of LMFBR deploy-

ment via the CRBR Demonstration, put the commercial

deployment program starting around the turn of the century.

As with the European, Japanese and Russian programs,

work on the application of the fusion process will continue

in the U.S. Commercial application of this is not expected

until well into the next century.

5.6 Canada

In Canada the CANDU PHWR has been developed using a

natural uranium once through fuel cycle, which has

been commercially successful in Ontario since the

early 1970's. By the year 2000, the installed capacity

of nuclear power plants in Canada is expected to be

around 16250 MW(e).

Although present estimates of Canada's current uranium

reserves show that there will be adequate uranium to

meet domestic consumption and some export into the next

century, alternatives to the current CANDU fuel cycle

are being studied (Refs. (33)-(36)). It has been acknow-

ledged that the CANDU PHWR is capable, without radical

design changes, of operating with a wide range of fuel

cycles that all have the potential of retaining or

improving the economic competitiveness of nuclear power

in the event of uranium becoming increasingly scarce and .

expensive. Currently, the following alternative cycles

are being studied :
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CANDU PHWR with

- Natural Uranium

- Low Enriched Uranium 1.2% U 2~ 5 (LEU)

- Plutonium recycled into natural uranium

- Intermediate - burnup thorium with 33% U 2 3 5 topping

- Intermediate - burnup thorium with Pu topping.

Preliminary results ' indicate that the LEU cycle

is likely to be the earliest economic alternative to

the present natural uranium CANDU cycle, becoming

economically feasible before the turn of the century.

This fuel cycle is also perceived as providing a techno-

logical bridge to the more advanced cycles which are

not expected to become economically attractive until

the mid 2020's. Further engineering studies to assess

the economics of the LEU CANDU fuel cycle in more detail

will include an evaluation of the U2__ separation

technology, the potential for an optimized reactor to

reduce station capital costs and an understanding of

the problems of converting an existing reactor cone

to the LEU cycle.

According to a recent Ontario Hydro report (36), of the

more advanced alternative fuel cycles, the greatest

potential is seen in the plutonium recycle and inter-

mediate-burnup thorium with Pu topping. However, the

rate of these cycles can only be more clearly defined

after uncertainties in fabrication and reprocessing

prices, regulatory requirements and hence operating

and financing assumptions are clarified.
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6. SUMMARY

The advances in nuclear technology on a commercial scale

are currently confined to the development of breeder reactors

and fuel reprocessing. Fusion technology is still at the

laboratory stage, and it is not expected to reach the

commercial stage within this study period, i.e., before 2020.

The existing inventories of uranium can become a vast

source of energy if breeder reactors and fuel cycles

become fully developed.

The main factor limiting the growth of this technology

is the current lack of electrical demand, and the avail-

ability of alternate conventional fuels at economical

rates. Since large supplies of conventional fuels are

not indigenous to some developed countries, such as

France and Japan, their efforts in developing the nuclear
1 fuel cycle are extensive. The United States, on the other

hand, with enormous supplies of conventional fossil fuel
! do not feel the economic threat that other countries

might, and the development of advanced nuclear cycles will

proceed on a purely economic basis, rather than on a

strategic one.

)

The incentives to develop a pure fusion cycle are similar

: to those of developing advanced fission cycles. However,

• the capital costs and the risks are much higher, (even

though the return in energy terms could be very large).

It would appear that no commercial scale fusion powered

! electrical generating plants will be in operation within

the period of this study because there will be adequate

* supplies available from less advanced generation
1 technologies.
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TOTAL WORLD CONVENTIONAL ENERGY RESOURCES

(in 1O15 J)

SOURCE

Coal

Hydrocarbons

Uranium*

TOTAL

PROVED RECOVERABLE
RESERVES

20 312 810.8

11 184 746.2

1 925 000.0

33 422 557.0

ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL
.RESOURCES

295 999 072.5

50 795 878.0

2 600 640.0

349 395 590.5

235* Radioactive fission material of the U only

YEARS LEFT* USING CONVENTIONAL ENERGY

GROWTH RATE
%

0

1

2

3

4

USING PROVEN RESERVES
YEARS

111

76

60

50

44

USING ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
YEARS

1165

256

162

122

99

18
(*Based on Current World Demand of 300 x 10 J)

FIGURE 1.1

WORLD ENERGY RESERVES AND USAGE
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Table II-l
POTENTIAL ELECTRICITY DEMAND

(10 Joules Electrical Output)

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

a.

9.
10.
11.

World

North

Region

America
Western Europe
Japan, Australia fi
New Zealand
USSR a
China
OPEC
Latin
Middle
North
Africa

Eastern Europe
G Communist Asia

America
East S

Africa
south of Sahara

East Asia
South Asia

1972

7
4
1

4

.54

.80

.77

.24

.45

.13

.63

.13

.31

.17

.30

1985

12.39
8.35
3.89

9 .97
1.17
.49

1.60

.30

.58

. 57

.52

2000

23.9
16.1
8. 4

24.09
3.4
2 .0
4.4

.8
1. 3
2.0
1.1

2020

53.1
35.8
19. 5

69.73
14.0
10.7
15.6

2. 9
4 .0
9.5
2.9

Table II-2
FRACTION OF ELECTRICITY PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR MEANS

World Region 1975 1985 2000 2020

1. North America
2. Western Europe
3. Japan, Australia s

New Zealand
4. USSR r< Eastern Europe
5. China fi Communist Asia
6. OPEC
7. Latin America
0. Middle East G North Africa
9. Africa south of Sahara

10. East Asia
11. South Asia

08
07
05

01

.26

.16

.21

.07
-
.12
. 15
.07
.13
. 12
.14

.48

.36

.46

.37

.04

.37

.37

.27

.31

.35

. 37

.50

.48

.50

.50

.08

.50

.47

.40

.44

.49

.46

The magnitude of projected nuclear power installation in
r.i'lectod years in shown in table II-3 tor the eleven world
regions.

Table II-3
INSTALLED NUCLEAR POWER GW(o)

World Region 1975 198 5 2000 2020

1.
2 .
3 .

•1 .
5 .
•">.
7 .
U .
9.

10.
11 .

No r t h America
Western Europe
Japan, Australia &
Hew Zealand
USSR ti
China
OPI:C
Latin
Middle
Africa
East A
South

Eastern Europe
s Communist Asia

Ameri ca
East & North Africa
.south of Sahara

si a
Asia

42
21
5

7
-
-

-
-
-

14 7
63
37

33
_
3

.34 10
1
3
3

.76 3

510
263
174

396
6

33
75
10
13
32
18

1202
78 0
441

1560
50

267
333
52
79

209
60

Total 303 1543 5033

FIGURE 2.2



Table VI1.1.

PROJECTIONS OF INSTALLED NUCLEAR BLECTRICITY GENERATING- CAPACITY

(net GÏ», by the end of the year stated)
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Xtalind

Ireland

ItUy

Lucvatourg

n » »»tt.rl«3rH

îïcrvay

Portugal

Spain

Sveiec

Switzerland

Turkey

United Klr^do.

Tot . l
CrCD-£*-roye

Su*-T3tal
IXA-HuJ-ope

Sob-Total
KC-9

CZCD-Aaerlc»

Carols

US»

Total
Q£CD-Aaerlca

CECD-Paelllc

Australia

Japaji

.lew Zealand

Total
CtCS-Pacttlc

Total Ctca

Total IZA
Pejion

198O(«)

-

1.7

-

2.2

17.5

8.5

-

-

1 . 1

-

0.5

-

-

1 . 1

4.6

1 . 9

-

7 . 1

« .5

26.8

36.6

5.5

53 - 55

58.5- 60.5

-

15.0

-

15.0

120.0-122.0

100.3-102.3

1981

-

1 .7

-

2 . 2

22.9

9.8

-

-

1 .4

-

0.5

-

-

3.0

6.4

1 . 9

-

8 . 6

59.4

33.3

44.9

6.1

57 - oe

6 3 . 1 - 71.1

-

17.G- 18.0

-

17.6- 18.0

139.1-150.5

114.0-125.4

1982

-

3.4

-

2.2

24.6

-

-

-

1.4

-

0.5

-

-

6.7

7.3

1 .9

-

9 . '

68.5- 69.7

41.7- «.2.9

50.3- 51.5

7.3

65 - 77

72.3- 84.3

-

20.2- 21.0

-

!0.2- 21.0

161.0-175.0

134.2-148.2

1983

-

3.4

-

2.2

30.3

-

-

-

1.4

-

0.5

-

-

7.7

7.3

2.9

-

9.4

78.5- 79.8

46.0- 47.3

58.4- 59.7

9 . 1

73 - 66

82 .1 - 95.1

-

22.9- 24.0

-

22.8- 24.0

:83.4-V39.9

150.9-166.4

1904

5.5

-

2 . 2

34.2

-

1 . 4

-

0.5

-

-

7.7

7.3

2.9

-

9.4

85.7- 58.2

49.3- 51.8

--15.7- bfl.2

10.3

77 -ICO

87.3-110.3

-

25.4- 27.0

-

25.4- 27.0

'96.4-225.5

162.0-189.1

• 1905

0.7

5.5

-

2 . 2

33

-

-

-

1.4

-

o.S

-

-

7.7

7.3

2.9

-

9.4

92.5- 93.7

51.3- 52.5

71.3- 73.0

10.3

86 -109

96.3-119.3

-

28 - 30

. -

28 - 30

21b.8-243.0

175.5-201.8

1986

0.7

5.5

-

2 . 2

44 • 46

-

3.4

-

0.5

-

-

7.7- 9.7
8 . 4

2 . 9

-

10.7

103.O-I07.0

56.8- 58.8

81.2- 83.2

11.1

96 -117

107.1-123.1

-

32.6- 34.6

-

32.6- 3'..6

242.7-269.7

193.5-221.5

1987

0 . 7

5.5

-

2 . 2

4 8 - 5 1

-

-

-

-

0.5

-

-

9 .7 - 10.7

9 . 4

2 . 9

0 . 5

11.4

112.5-119.1

62.4- 65.9

87 1 - 92.7

11.9

107 -124

118.9-135.9

-

37.2- 39.2

-

37.2- 39.2

2MJ.7-294.2

218.5-241.0

1988

0.7

5.5

-

2 . 2

53 - 57

-

-

4 . 4

-

0.5

-

-

10.7

9.4

3.8

0 . 5

11.4

121.8-127.1

66.5- £7.9

94.4- 99.3

12.7- 13.e

IIS -125

128.7-133.5

-

41.9- 43.9

-

41.B- 43.8

292.3-309.5

237.1-250.3

1969

0.7

5.3

-

2.2

55 - 61

_

_

-

6.4

-

0 . 5

-

-

10.7- 13.7

9.4

3.3

0 . 5

12.2

129.1-140.3

71.9- 77.3

101.3-110.5

13.5- 15.2

121 -135

1>4.C-15O.2

-

4o.4- 48.4

-

45.4- 40.4

310.1-3:9.4

252.9-275.9

1990

0.7

5.3

-

2.2

39 - 57

0.6

-

7.4

-

0.5

-

-

13.7- -.5.7

- . 9

Î . 6

12.7- 13.5

140.5-155.:

-79.3- as.!

108.5-121.3

14.5- 16.9

123 -139

137.5-1:5.9

-

M - 53

-

51 - ?3

;;9.o-:ti.2

C'J7.0-C95.0

199^1»>

0- 2.4

3.<- 4.J

73 - 14

1 . 5

0 - 0.7

0.5- 2.5

1

?.-

1 . 3

16.4- 20.3

19.8- 25.0

137 -ibO

156.B-18Î.O

0- 0.6

74 - 7D

-JCOO(a)-

0- 5.2
3.2- 5.2

ar. - i «

3.9

0- ?.o

0.5- 6.5
-

4

9 . 4

7.5

22.7- 37.3

25.0- 35.0
60 -200

85.0-235.1

0- 1.2

a) A» gtvtn i
Keabcr Stat.» - 1!"

n VPiVFCR questionnai» rtpllej;
61 Edition. IATA- Vienna, 1981J.

actual values may b* Mll&titly dtrfimnt (se* Power Reactor* In

Figure 2.3 Tsource: Yellow Book - 1982 (Ref. 7)j



Table IV.1

INSTALLED NUCLEAR CAPACITY (Net GWe)

AND CAPACITY GROWTH FACTORS (in brackets)

RELATIVE TO 1980 IN THE OECD AREA (a)

Period

Regions

OECD Europe

OECD America

OECD Pacific

OECD Total

1980

Low

47

58.5

15

120.6

(b)

High

.1

60.5

122.6

1990

Low

142.0
(3.0)
137.5
(2.4)
51
(3.4)
330.5
(2.7)

High

157.1
(3.3)
155.9
(2.6)
53
(3.5)
366.0
(3.0)

Low

223
(4.7)
185
(3.2)
89

(5.9)
497
(4.1)

2000

High

317
(6.7)
235
(3.9)
131
(8.7)
683
(5.6)

a) Low National Estimate-High National Estimate to 1990; Low
Projection-High Projection after 1990.

b) As given in WPNFCR questionnaire replies; actual values are: for
OECD Europe, 44.3 GWe; for OECD America 59.3 GWe; for OECD Pacific,
15.0 GWe; for OECD area, 118.6 GWe (Source: Power Reactors in Member
States; 1981 Edition, IAEA, Vienna, 1981.

Table IV.4

NUCLEAR POWER GROWTH ESTIMATES (1980-1990)

FOR THE WORLD AND REGIONS
Net GWe, end of the y e a r ; rounded; Low-High

Regions

OECD
CMEA + YU
Rest of the World

World

1980

122
17
3

142

, 1985

218-244
34-35
14

266-293

1990

331-366
62-85
30-33

423-484

F i g u r e 2 .4 fsource : Ref .



Figura V.1 PROJECTIONS OF INSTALLED NUCLEAR CAPACITY
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Table IV.5

PROJECTIONS OF INSTALLED H'JCLEAH CAPACITY
Rounded B e , by the end of the year s ea ted ; low-hlo,h

i l

£ata Source and Region

CH-> r-j."3e:
13Ô3 =!e3 Boo* U3-.8)
1373 Rei Boo* (1970)
13"»J Red Bool: (19">2)
1=75 Red Soak (1375)
1373 fellow B » t (1977)
s^w :.-;FCE «JG I (1379)
'.••32 fellow Boo* (1330)
..'ECO America:

1363 Red Boon (1968)
!>7D Red Book (1970)
I?"1! Fed BsoV: 11372)
1375 Red Bcoic (I?75)
- Î73 Yî l l jw BM< (1977)
1?3: I'.'FCE M 1 (1373)
1?32 fellow 2cclt (1380)
" : ; r i : i f l : :

!?53 Bei Boo* ! 13531
137: j).^ BOO1I (1373)
1»7Î ^5d E-;* (1372)
13-5 =.»d 3oo'< (1975)
1373 YellSrf 3o;* (1377)
l?30 I-1FCE «3 1 (1979)
'.•32 Ye-lli-r 3oo« (1930)

'E;D Total:
!363 Red 3c.-k (1358)
: ? - : Red &oz< (1371)
:3T3 Sei rrok C372)
1.--5 =!ed 3=o< (1975)
Î3-I3 Yellcw Bo;< (1377)
1330 I'iFCE WG 1 (13791
.J52 fell:w B=c'< (1930)

Ze-.el2r>in^ Aocld:
l î 'D Red 3=olt (1970)
13"3 Red B;c'< (1972)
1575 Red 3c3'< (1975)
1)73 ie l law Boo< (1377)
:.'"3 I:;FCE we i {1379)
1332 Yellow 3c3l< (1330)
w:cA:
1370 Red Book (1973)
1373 Red Sco* (1372)
1375 Rei B:3k (1975)
11"3 Yellow 5o3i! (1377)
W j l-.FCE WG 1 (1371)
1332 Yell3w 3co< (1333)

- ' £ * (• Yui3Sl3vl3) ;

1330 tNFCE WG 1 11973)
1\»2 Yellow aoo< (1330)

W.rld:
1333 fIFCE WG 1 (1979)
1592 Yellow Boo'< (1930)

1980

83-113
99
37

65-73
60

54-61
47

128-124
158
na
33
66

63-72
sa-so

18-15
24
33
17
15
17
15

234-323
291
253

171-135
141

133-150
121-123

23
11
3
5

5-9
3

300
264

175-13-;
KS

144-153
12>i-l25

23-23
17

157-137
141-143

1935

200
134

165-212
107-146
100-113
94-35

29S
295
223

125-157
112-134
95-119

63
63
«

27-<0
26-33
J3-30

555
S42

437-434
259-343
235-263
218-244

55
25
46

13-25
19-23

14

610
SS7

479-530
279-363
2S7-3O3
232-25B

49-82
34-35

306-335
266-293

1930

373
264-390
195-273
1«.6- 203
142-157

531
•J26

214-237
177-214
133-155

'.05
85

50-80
45-60
51-53

1C13
77^-833
453-640
3SB-484
330-366

50
1Î4

45-60
45-50
33-33

1043
375-1004
504-.'30
434-534
361-339

99-1S5
02-35

532-699
423-484

Table V.6

PROJECTIONS OF INSTALLED NUCLEAR CAPACITY (GWe)

Data Source and
Region

1978 Yellow Book :
OECD Europe
OECD America
OECD P a c i f i c

OECD Total

Developing WOCA

1978 WEC ( a ) :
OECD Europe
OECD America
OECD P a c i f i c

OECD Total

Developing WOCA

INFCE (1980) ( b ) :
OECD Europe
OECD America
OECD P a c i f i c

OECD Total

Developing WOCA

1982 Yellow Book:
OECD Europe
OECD America
OECD P a c i f i c

OECD Total

Developing WOCA

1990

195-273
214-287

50-80

459-640

45-60

-

;

166-209
177-214
45-60

388-483

45-50

142-158
138-156
51-53

331-367

30-33

2000

310-560
400-810
140-270

850-1640

150-250

292-380
450-599
116-155

853-1134

130-182

275-407
307-462
100-151

682-1020

150-186

223-317
185-235
89-131

497-633

88-121

2020

-

1340-4130

640-1500

675-945
1083-1395

295-125

2053-2766

432-1004

-

—

421-303
274-565
159-326

854-1694

326-672

2025

-

1387-4650

770-2000

-

-

-

-

457-911
289-643
169-360

915-1914

396-B30

liste about data sources: the f i rs t d.it"
Is t"e 'lit? at vhich projections w»r*: •mi

publication date; the dit.» t-<*V-"»*n brickets

a) Source: World Energy Resources: 1935-2020, World Energy Conference,
1978.

b) Source: INFCE, Fuel and Heavy Water Availability, Report of Working
Group 1, IAEA. Ffbiinry 1030.

Figure 2.6 fsource: Ref



R
A

R

$80/kgU

(RESERVES)

$80-$130/kgU

$80/kgU

$80-$130/kgU

(1)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

OECD
EUROPE

83.4

59.7

65.6

102.2

328.9

353.4

43.6

44.5

47.2

100.8

30.4

45.9

AMERICA

592

690

746

271

135

197

1039

1230

1143

818

479

743

PACIFIC

301.7

296.7

297.7

23

7

9

264

44

47

21

5

6

LATIN
AMERICA

14 7

40.8

104.8

5.3

24 .

5.1

88.5

65.7

131

18.9

0.5

5.6

APRICA &
MIDDLE EAS

591.2 •

527.9

613.1

133.8

'48.2

164.6

168.7

169.5

201.5

132.3

63.0

138

T
SOUTH AND
FAR EAST
ASIA

32.4

29.8

30.1

11

3

0

0.9

23.7

0.9

24.2

0

22.8

(1) 1982 Yellow Book

(2) Con. Com. for WEC 78 (Estimates made '77)

(3) SER (1980) for WEC 11

FIGURE 3.1

WORLD URANIUM RESOURCES



TABLE 3.5 : Uranium production to 1971,
|ilnnrn;<l urn] attainable production (.'iiiubil i ly : l'JHII-19'15
(in thousand» of tonnes of uranium)

WORLD REGION 1

I 1. NORTH AMERICA |

USA !
I Canada

1 2. WESTERN EUROPE

1 France
1 Spain
! Germany F.R.
1 Portugal
1 Sweden
1 Yugoslavia

1 3. AUSTRALIA/
1 JAPAN

1 Australia
1 Japan

Î 7. LATIN AMERICA

1 Argentina
! Brazil
I Mexico

! 9. AFRICA S. OF
I SAHARA

1 Gabon
1 Malagasy
1 Niger
1 South Atrica
1 Namibia
1 Cenir.Afr.Ren.
1 Zaire

1 10. EAST ASIA

1 Taiwan

i l l . SOU IH ASIA

| Inrti.i

1 TOTAL (rounded)

PRODUCTION

cum.,
end of 1978 In I97B

365.00 20.80

260.00 14.00
124.70 6.80

29.20 2.50

27.40 2.18
0.85 0.19
0.21 0.04
0.73 0.10

0 0
0 0

9.10 0.52

9.03 0.52
0.06 nocj.

0.50 0.10

0.52 0.11
0 0
0 0

I4B.20 10.30

9.60 1.00
1 .03 0
9.78 2.06

96.50 4.53
5.09 2.70

0 0
25.60 0

0 0

0 0

0.40 0.20

0.40 0.20

1 573. 34.

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION |

planned or attainable |
1980 1985 |

26.20 44.40

19.00 30.00
7.20 14.40

3.00 5.70

2.35 3.25
0.20 1.30
0.10 0.20
0.10 0.30

0 0.40
0.20 0.40

0.50 12.00

0.50 12.00
0.03 0.03

0.80 1.8/2.00

0.20 0.4/0.60
0.60 1.10

0 0.30

16.10 26,10

1.00 ).5O
0 n.a.

4.30 10.bO
6.40 8.10
4,40 5.00

1 0 t.00
0 n.a.

1 0 0.80

I 0 0.80

1 0.20 0.20

1 0.20 0.20

1 47. 91 .

SOURCES I

a !
a

a
a
a
a
b
c

a
a,b

a
a
a

t>.e
d
b
a
b

I b
b

1 a.

1 e

Reference Sources:

(a) INFCE: Working Group I: "Fuel and Heavy Water Availabil ity";
Table X X I I I : Attainable Uranium Production Capability in WOCA
by Continent; (1980);

(bl World Energy Conference: "Survey of Energy Resources"; Table 7, pt.
Uranium and thorium: Estimated production (1979);

(c) Estimate by the Steering Group of thu NEA/lAEA Working Party
on Uranium Resources;

(d) C E . A . : "The French Uranium Mining Industry"; (1969)
(el US Bureau of Mines: "Commodity Oala Summaries"; (Jan. t977)

ni.»g.: "neal igibl»-»"
n .a . : "not available"

FIGURE 3.2

URANIUM PRODUCTION



RNEKOY IN TRANSITION. I98J-2OI0

TABLE 5-3 Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles: Development Status

Reactor Type

Light water reactor
(LV.TR)

Spectral-shift-con-
trol reactor (SSCR)

Light water breeder
reactor (LWBR)

Heavy water reactor
(CANDU or HWK)

High-temperature
gas-Cooled reactor
(HTCR)

Molten-salt
(breeder) reactor
(MSR or MSBR)

Liquid-metal fast
breeder reactor
(LMFBR)

Gas-cooled fast
breeder reactor
(CCtBR)

Fuel Cycles

Slightly enriched
U ( - 3 percent
»5U)

Th-U*

Th-U*

Natural uranium

Slightly enriched U
( - 1 . 2 percent

Th-U*

Th-U*

Th-U*

U-Pu*

Th-U*
U-Pu*
Th-U*

Development Status

Commercial in United
States

Conceptual designs, small
experiment run; borrows
LWR technology

Experiment running;
borrows LWR technol-
ogy; fuel cycle not
developed

Commercial in Canada.
some U.S. experience

Modification of existing
designs

Modification of designs;
fuel cycle not developed

Demonstration running;
related development in
Germany; fuel cycle
partly developed

Small experiment run;
much more develop-
ment needed

Many demonstrations in
the United States and
abroad

Fuel cycle not developed
Concepts only; borrows

LMFBR a n d HTOR

technology

Possible
Commercial
Introduction
in the United States*

I960

1990: fuel cycle.
1995 or later'

1990; fuel cycle.
1995 or later'

1990

1995

1995

1985; fuel cycle.
1995 or later'

2005

1995

1995
2000

"Based on tfcî assumption of firm decisions in 1978 to proceed with commercialization. No
institutional delays have been considered except those associated with adapting foreign tech-
nology. On the basis of light water reactor experience, it can be estimated that it would take
about an additional 15 years after introduction to have significant capacity in place.
* Indicated fuel cycles demand reprocessing.
•"Thorium-uranium fuel reprocessing is less developed than uranium-plutonium reprocess-
ing. Indicated reactors could operate for several years before accumulating enough
recyclable material for reprocessing.

FIGURE 4 . 1

• ' < • •



TABLE 5-4 Fueling Characteristics of "Various Reactors (each 1 GWe capacity)

Reactor Type Fuel Cycle
Conversion
Ratio

0.5-0.65
0.5-0.65
0.45-O.SS
0.6
0.65

0.75

-0 .75
- 1

0.7
0.6
0.7
0.7S
0.9

0.58
0.58

Natural U j O *
Committed (o
System Inven-
tory (tons)'

700
-1000
-1000

900
-1200

-1300

700
- l O O C

160
-350

310
700

-1200

280
300

Natural UjOa
Consumed over
System Life
(tons)*

5300
4200 ,
3200
6200
2800

2300

5000
0

4300
1800
3300
2800
1200

4400
4100

Thorium
Requirements
(initial inventory
plus tons per
year)

Î20 + 30
120 + 30

120 + 10

120 + 40
4 '

160 + 140
160 + 140

not available

Reference

1

2

3

4

5

Light water
reactor

Spectral-shift-
control
reactor

Light water
breeder
reactor

Heavy water
reactor
(CANDU)

High-tempera-
ture gas-
cooled reactor
(pebble bed)

- 3 percent WSU, once-through
- 3 percent U 5 U. U recycle
- 3 percent JJSU, U and Pu recycle
Th- i iSU, once-through
Th-w iU. U recycle

Th-u sU, U recycle

Th-u sU. seed recycle
Th-2JJU, recycle

Natural U, once-through
Natural U, Pu recycle
1.2 percent U S U, once-through
Th-"SU, once-through
Th-y sU, U recycle

- 8 percent ^ U , once-through
Th-2JSU, once-through

High-tempera-
ture gas-
cooled reactor
(prismatic)

Molten-salt
breeder
reactor

Liquid-metal
fast breeder
reactor

Gas'-cooled
fast breeder
reactor

Th-^U. once-through
Th-2JiU. U recycle

Th-"3U

U-Pu
Th-"JU

U-Pu
Th-^U

0.6
0.7-0.9

0.9-1.07

>1.15

Vus

280
-600

-400 J

1000-2000''
1000-2000''

1000-2000''
1000-20001'

4200
2300

0

Breeder
Breeder

Breeder
Breeder

150+ 10
150 + 10

Inventory not 7
available': 3

Not available

Not available

'Estimate of reactor inventory plus oul-of-reactor inventory for recycle systems.
'Does not include inventory, which is assumed to be recoverable at end of reactor life.
'Sources: As indicated on the table, the following sources were consulted for descriptions of reactor fueling characteristics. The conversion ratios and ton-
nages listed in the table (intended for comparative purposes) are the responsibility of CONAES.

1. P. R. Kasten et a/.. Assessment of the Thorium Fuel Cycle in Power Reactors (Oak Ridge. Tcnn.: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL/TM-5565). 1977). Appendix B.

2. Resources Planning Associates. The Economics of Utilization of Thorium in Nuclear Reactors—Textual Annexes I and 2 (Oak Ridge, Tenn.: Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL'TM-6332). n.d.). Table 2.13. p. 158.

3. Bartelle Columbus Laboratories. Study of Advanced Fission Power Reactor Development for the United Stales, vol. 3 (Columbus. Ohio: Battelle
Columbus Laboratories (BCL-NSF-C946-2)'. 1976). pp. C-80-C-I20.

4. i. S. Foster and E. Critoph, "The Status of the Canadian Nuclear Power Program and Possible Future Strategies." Annals ofNuclcur Energy 2
(1975):689-703.

5. E. Teuchert et al.. "Once-Through Cycles in the Pebble Bed HTR." ANS Transactions 2" (1977):460.
6. Battelle Columbus Laboratories. Study of Advanced Fission Power Reactor Development for lite United States, vols. 2 and J (Columbus. Ohio: Bat-

telle Columbus Laboratories (BCL-NSF-C946-2). 1976). vol. 2. pp. 1V-11 and vol. 3. pp. C-80-C-120.
7. National Research Council. U.S. Energy Supply Prospects to 2010. Committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy Systems. Supply and Delivery-

Panel (Washington. D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1979). _
''Estimates based on requirements for equivalent highly enriched -JJU to initiate fuel cycles.
'Published estimates of LWBR thorium requirements apparently assume refabrication.
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